Errata to PM309 Sustainable Networking for Scientists and Engineers

p. 57 4.4.2 Physical Contact
"a second hand in placed on top" should be "a second hand is placed on top"

p. 100 6.5 Negative Effects of Stereotypes
"personal choice has nothing to with it" should be "personal choice has nothing to do with it"

p. 115 7.1 Networking Opportunities Abound
"They are introduced here are concepts" should be "They are introduced here as concepts"

p. 122 7.8 Sharing STEM with Non-specialists
"you don’t need to them everything;" should be "you don’t need to tell them everything;"

p. 144 9.2.2 Conference content: what you attend
"if you anticipate old classmates" should be "if you anticipate that old classmates"

p. 170 10.6 Making Introductions
"but there a number of reasons" should be "but there are a number of reasons"

p. 200 12.2 Planning the Change
"To do this, you need to (a) know what you want to accomplish, (b) know who to ask for help, and (c) how to ask for help." This sentence should read: "To do this, you need to know (a) what you want to accomplish, (b) who to ask for help, and (c) how to ask for help."

p. 203 12.5 How to Ask for Help from Existing Contacts
"suspicious is you don’t explain" should be "suspicious if you don’t explain"